
In or out

There are about 3 to 5 posts (depending on the number of
leaders). Each post has several numbers, for the different
numbers the players have to solve different tasks. The posts
are distributed in and around the house. The tickets (1x, 2x,
3x) are filled in by the leader at the post.

Playing field

Playing field

Gameplay

approx. 5 groups of 3 people > 15 players
Each group draws its starting field
Each group draws its target field (not visible for the others)
First, each group has to answer the post with the starting field number.

https://www.youngstarswiki.org/en/wiki/art/or-out
https://www.youngstarswiki.org/sites/default/files/dateien/Mosaik.pdf


If they answer correctly, they get a ticket for the next turn. There are 1x, 2x, 3x tickets, i.e. in
case of a 2x ticket another group (of free choice) must also travel in the same direction.
e.g. If group A travels from 24 to 25, has a 3x ticket and has designated group B and C as
passengers, they must also be moved one space to the right.
If the answer is wrong, they have to move back to the last field (in the example of A to field 24, B
and C stay at their place) and choose a new direction e.g. 31 or 17. If in the meantime group A
has been moved from 25 by other groups, they still have to move back to field 24 if the answer is
wrong (i.e. they always have to move back to the field where they answered the task correctly
last)
When the group reaches the target square, they draw a new target square from the pile and tell
the game master.
The game leader writes down all the moves of each group so that he can retrace the path in
case of wrong answers.
The winner is the group that has reached the most target squares.

The posts

There are about 3 to 5 posts (depending on the number of leaders). Each post has several
numbers, for the different numbers the players have to solve different tasks. The posts are
distributed in and around the house. The tickets (1x, 2x, 3x) are filled in by the leader at the post.

Material

Game board (on paper, approx. table size)
Game pieces
Number cards (for each field there is one card, so 49)
Paper for tickets
Material for the posts
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